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109 X.59 R 2007-2008. Some were paid to the
city and others to the state. They were built by

the New York State Racing Commission, by
private companies such as Maguire, and by
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the Electric Boat Company, the builder of
Yankee Clipper, which was destroyed by fire in
September 1974 and not replaced.. Images of
the cutaway side show the main headlight is

the same as the CSP which would make sense
since Dana is using the CSP.Q: Why use

std::move on expensive objects? What is the
benefit of using std::move() on expensive

objects, like of a vector or (heavily) copy-ed
content? I believe that typically the

performance of a std::move() call is very fast,
while the performance of a copy is much

slower than what it is for small objects. So why
would I use std::move() on something as
expensive as a vector? Is the approach: If

objects are cheap, use copy and if objects are
expensive use std::move()? A: Using

std::move() on expensive objects is indeed
often unwise, because it might "move the
content of a container" and hence create

many copies of it. If the object is large, you
can avoid this by using a std::unique_ptr or
some other smart pointer: auto big_thing =

make_big_thing(); std::unique_ptr
big_thing_ptr(std::move(big_thing)); //
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Subscribe There are many different, many

important, many extraordinary and admirable
ways to run a business; it’s hard to narrow it
down to just one. Sure, there are many quite

frankly bogus measures of success: dollar
figures, growth, profit, efficiency,

sustainability, your investor friends, your cap
table. A lot of these are to be praised and to

be pursued; none of them are the whole truth.
The reason such a diverse number of

processes are adopted is because “enjoying
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the process,” as it were, isn’t enough. You also
have to make money in the process. This is a

generalization, but I believe that most
executives (okay, all executives, quite

possible) are drawn to business for the “joy,”
not only because they hate the actual task of

being an executive, but because they love
watching the change of numbers, the number
of market share, the revenue, the profits, and

so on. The temptation is overwhelming.
“That’s me,” they think. “All I do is enjoy the

process. And the truth is that if you are purely
a “process” person, if you’re just into making
lists or chasing numbers, you probably won’t
be successful. Or you will be successful, but

not in a sustainable, engaging way. You won’t
wake up every day and say “it’s working.” But
if you’re truly in it for the process, if you’re in
it to enjoy your work and to see where it takes

you, that is a way to be successful. Having
said all that
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